Abstract
I. INTRODUCTION
Flat relational views are the result of manipulating query statements. These views usually include redundancy caused by repeated data values. Many customers are interested in publishing these views over the web. However, the publishing process costs high space to store them. To remedy this problem, there is a need to convert the flat relational views into nested views. These nested views will be converted into XML documents with minimal storage space, redundancy, and good structure for semantics in XML documents. The nested relational view can give a great benefit for reducing the redundancy when it contains at least two groups of attributes from tables that are connected using inclusion dependencies [15] .
Some approaches study the redundancy depending on the design of XML schemas. Other approaches depend on the data to reduce the redundancy via detecting the repeated data values using statically analysis. The approaches which are able to exploit statistically important data patterns are more effective than the techniques based only on general features defined by XML standards [1] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces some definitions about relational views, nested relational schema, and functional dependency. Section III introduces the related work. Section IV presents and discuses the proposed approach that consist of two steps. First step introduces converting flat relational views into nested views. The second step introduces converting nested views to nested XML documents. Section V presents the tools used for experiments. Section IV presents the results of the proposed approach and comparing these results with the other approaches. The final section includes the conclusion and future work.
II. BACKGROUND
This section includes the definitions for flat relational views, functional dependency, and nested relation schema.
A. Flat Relational View
A flat relational view is a virtual table made up of a subset of the actual tables. It is named a result set of an SQL an SQL query. The relational view allows displaying different perspectives of the same database. The relational views are stored in the database and the view of the query defines which database tables columns and rows are viewed [6] .
B. Nested Relation Schema
A nested relation schema allows each tuple component to be either atomic or another nested relation, which may itself be nested several levels deep. Thus, in a nested relation, there can never be distinct tuples that agree on the atomic attributes of either the nested relation itself or of any nested relation [7] .
C. Functional Dependencies
Informally, a functional dependency occurs when the values of a tuple on one set of attributes uniquely determine the values on another set of attributes. Let r be a relation on schema R, with X and Y subsets of R. Relation r satisfies the functional dependency FD X (Y) if for every X-value x, π Y (X = x (r)) has at most one tuple. For each two tuples t1 and t2 of r(R), if t1 (X) = t2 (X), then t1 (Y) = t2 (Y). The FD X (Y is a sufficient condition for r(R) to be losslessly decomposed as r(R) = π xy (r) ⋈ π xz(r) [5] .
III. RELATED WORK
There are several works for reducing the XML redundancy. Some of these works study the problem with concentrating XML schema either DTD or XML Schema.
The other works study the redundancy during mapping relational database into XML documents. Most of the works for reducing the redundancy depend on the dependency constraints such as functional dependencies (FDs), multi-valued dependencies (MVDs), and equality-generating dependencies (EGDs). Other works use the XML normalization techniques to reduce the data redundancy. The normal form for XML documents is necessary and sufficient to ensure all conforming XML documents have no redundancies [9] . The work in [9] provides new definitions of FD and EGD constraints for XML documents that are used for detecting data redundancies in XML. This work also proposes a normal form for relational database schemas with respect to EGDs in relational systems that can help remove redundancies across multiple relations.
The authors in [10] proposed a novel constraint definition called XFDs that capture structural as well as semantic information. They present a set of rewriting rules for XFDs, and use them to design a polynomial time algorithm which, given an input set of XFDs, computes a reduced set of XFDs. Based on this algorithm, the authors present a redundancy removing storage mapping from relations to XML called RRXS. [13, 14] designed and implemented DiscoverXFD approach to detect data redundancy in XML document through the discovering of satisfied interesting XML FDs and keys. DiscoverXFD employs a novel XML data structure and introduces a new class of partition based-algorithms. It can be used for the previous definitions of XML functional dependency and more comprehensive notion that is developed in this work. [3] proposes an approach named Cost-Based Approach. This approach proposes an algorithm to convert the relational database instances with its schema into DTD and XML documents using only foreign key dependencies. The focus of this work is only on nesting that does not introduce redundancy. However, this approach has several limitations among them: (1) one challenge with nesting is that the foreign key must be non-nullble. The assumption of this approach is that the foreign key is nonnullble, (2) it does not consider the multiple foreign keys from one relation to another relation, and (3) the input of this approach is normalized database.
The work in [2] includes NeT (Nested-based Translation) approach which was designed to remedy the problems of FT approach, one need to utilize various element content models of XML. The idea is to find a best element content model that uses "*" or "+ ""using the nest operator. Informally, for a table t with a set of columns C, nesting on a nonempty column X to C collects all tuples that agree on the remaining columns C into a set. NeT approach has several limitations among them :(i) it is only applicable to a single table at a time, and cannot obtain a big picture of a relational schema where many tables are interconnected with each other, (ii) it performs only a single attribute nesting. Multiple attribute nesting is another interesting research direction, and (iii) the translation using NeT approach will be a flat XML structure that causes data redundancy and costs a high storage space [8] .
IV. THE PROPOSED APPROACH
To convert flat relational views into nested relational views with FDs constraints, the first column in the flat relational view is assumed that is the most frequent of the data values. Then, a table called the frequency table is created to store the information about the number of occurrences for each value of the first column that occurs in flat the relational view. To convert flat relational views into nested relational views with FDs constraints, the first column in the flat relational view is assumed that is the most frequent of the data values. Then, a table called the frequency table is created to store the information about the number of occurrences for each value of the first column that occurs in flat the relational view. The frequency table is used to divide the flat relational view into a set of blocks according to the number of occurrences of each value in the first column. Table 1 can be divided into two blocks. Block 1 for ALFKI and block 2 for ANAR. [4] . The result of applying the above rules on flat view is shown in Figure 3 .
A. Converting the Flat View into Nested View

B. Extracting the Groups for XML Elements
Based on the nested relational model, the nested view is a finite set of tuples whose components are atomic values or nested relations. For schema of the nested view NRV =X (G 1 .... G n ), G is a component (set of columns) that has a set of sequenced columns symbolized with X {A 1 , A 2 ,..., A m } ⊆ NRV [12] . Given a Nested Relational View (NRV) from flat relational view, group G i ⊆ NRV, n is the number of columns in NRV, i=1, 2, 3, … n. This implies that the 
To convert the nested view into nested XML document, the nested view is divided into blocks b at the same number of the blocks that are used in the To map a block of the nested view into a fragment of XML document, several steps will be done as follows:
Step 1: Count the non-null values for each column in the nested view to classify the columns into groups for elements of XML document.
Step 2: Let the name of the first group is the root for the XML fragment. The columns for the first group will be considered as attributes for the root element.
Step 3: Consider each row of bi as an element starting from the rows of the second group until the last group's rows. Each G i of bi except the first has more than one row. Let the name of each group as an element such that this element contains more than sub element. For example, if the name of the second group is Customer, then the element name of this group will be Customers that has more than one customer. Each row of the customer group represents a sub element for the Customers element.
Step 4: The mapping process maps the rows of the block row by row into the fragment of XML document.The mapping process maps the rows of the 
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block row by row into the fragment of XML document. If any row of the group has null values, the mapping process will ignore this row and it is moved to the neighbored row for the next group that is considered as a sub-element for the pervious row of the row for the null values. Example Consider the nested relational view shown in Figure  2 .
Figure 2. Nested relational view
The result of counting the data values for each column shown in Table 3 . Table 3 shows that CID, CompName, and City columns each one of them contains two data values. OrdID, OrdDate columns also each column contains 4 data values. ProdID, Qty, and Disnt columns each one of them contains 5 data values. Thus, the columns are divided into three groups based on the same number of data values. Figure 3 shows these groups. for ALFKI is taken as a part of the nested view as shown in Figure 4 , it will be converted to an XML fragment as shown in Figure 5 . The above part of nested view contains one element for the information of the customer, two elements of the orders for him, and three elements for the products for the two orders. Figure 6 presents the steps of the algorithm for generating a nested XML document that will be free redundancy from a nested view. 
V. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
The proposed algorithm is implemented using Java language via JBuilder6 for enterprise tool with Windows XP. Northwind database is used for the experiments and Altova XML SPY 2006 also is used for parsing the output of the proposed approach.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section presents the results of the proposed approach and compare the results of the proposed approach that is symbolized by PA with other approaches such as NeT, CoT, and Cost-Based. Table 4 presents the percentages of reducing the data redundancy by the proposed approaches using four groups of tuples. Figure 7 . The summery results for reducing the redundancy by the proposed approach are shown in Table 5 . Table 5 is presented graphically as in figure 8 . For comparing the proposed approach PA with NeT, CoT, and Cost-Based approaches, Figure 9 shows the result of this comparison. 
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed an approach for generating a nested XML document with free redundancy from un normalized relational view. This approach is efficient for reducing the redundancy. Using this approach nested XML documents are automatically generated from given flat relational views without any submitted specifications by users. Also this approach is useful for increasing the semantic of XML documents where it supports the nesting of elements. This paper includes several limitations among them: (i) it does not include reducing the storage size of nested XML documents, (ii) the columns that are selected from the same table by SQL query should be sequenced in the relational view, and (iii) the paper does not focus on generating XML schema (DTD or XML Schema). Thus, these limitations can be considered as a future works. 
